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The Sleep-Dealer
USA/México, 2008
Wednesday, February 24
“The place: Mexico. The time: The near future. Memo Cruz finds himself in a terrifyingly bizarre world of border walls, shanty towns, high-tech factories, remote control drones, and aqua-terrorists: a world of tomorrow that will soon be today!”

The Golden Dream
México, 2013
Tuesday, March 15
“Three teenagers jump 'The Beast' - the infamous train that [migrants] board to take them from Guatemala, through Mexico, to the American border. The journey to a better life is fraught with danger.”

La Batalla de los Invisibles
México, 2010
Wednesday, April 20
Documentary that addresses how undocumented workers fought a court battle against large super market and store chains in order to recover wages owed to them.
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7:00 PM